
expected to continue higher this coming 
week. Somewhat limited, this rally fades 
following Wednesday’s Federal Reserve 
meeting with the dollar then expected 
lower, in testing that final decline 
towards 102.82+/-. Similar inverse 
movements are expected in the various 
G10 currency pairs. Once the dollar has 
ended its five wave impulse downtrend 
at 102.82+/-, a sizable counter-trend 
rally begins a period of dollar strength, 
pulling dollar-sensitive precious metals 
lower too. The probability of the dollar 
resuming its uptrend and breaking above 
September’s high of 114.78 has diminished 
considerably because the current five 

the alarm bells, otherwise confirming 
existing highs traded the previous 
Friday have already ended September/
October’s rallies. Market sentiment 
has turned neutral since prices have 
run higher from those lows of the last 
couple of months which allows for the 
next impact of declines into next year. 
The larger picture remains steadfastly 
bearish – double zig zag declines that 
began from the Nov.’21/Jan.’22 highs 
are set to resume lower with a sustained 
secondary zig zag decline beginning 
from around current levels and lasting 
through to end-Q1 ’23. We’re expecting 
most major indices to decline around 

-30% per cent in 2023, a similar 
percentage decline as this year from 
peak to September/October trough. The 
only difference is that this year, analysts 
didn’t expect these big declines, but it 
seems there’s a consensus expectation 
for a global recession next year.       

CURRENCIES – The US$ dollar index 
is attempting to complete a five wave 
impulse decline from September’s high of 
114.78 towards targets of 102.82+/- but 
it’s not quite there yet. Last week’s low at 
104.12 is heading in the right direction 
but last Monday’s rally has begun a 
short-term corrective upswing that is 

Summary

STOCK INDICES – Next week’s 
central banks’ meetings will be crucial 
in determining whether a Santa Claus 
rally will unfold or if his reindeers will 
crash below nearby stock market support 
levels. Most of September/October’s 
counter-trend rallies are done although 
those nearby support levels may yet 
provide the springboard for one final lift 
higher of around +7% per cent if they’re 
protected. The critical level of support 
for the S&P 500 (futures) is 3867.00 
and Nasdaq 100 at 11231.25. Holding 
above would heighten the probability 
of one final push higher – but any 
downside penetration would sound 
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wave impulse decline is too big to be the 
ending sequence of an expanding f lat 
correction within a continued uptrend. 
Besides, may other G10 currency pairs 
reached extremes when the dollar hit tops 
in September – just look at the NZD/
US$ pair which completed a corrective 
downswing from its Feb.’21 high of 
0.7465 into the mid-October low of 
0.5512 but holding above the pandemic 
low of 0.5469 and is now trending higher 
to 0.6444 – that’s giving a clear signal 
that the US$ dollar has topped out and 
has begun a new multi-year downtrend 
against its G10 counterparts.      

INTEREST RATES – Generic long-
dated government bond yields have 
been declining from October’s highs but 
found support into Thursday’s lows and 
are now expected higher into year-end. 
This comes ahead of next week’s central 
bank meetings – first up is the Federal 
Reserve in their interest rate setting 
meeting on Wednesday. They’re widely 
expected to soften the pace of rate hikes, 
coming through with a 50bps basis point 
increase this time around – nothing to 
exciting about that especially since 

Jerome Powell has already provided 
hints to that effect last week. But this 
week’s strong labour figures and today’s 
strong producer prices may give reason 
for the Fed to accompany rate hikes with 
more hawkish comments which would 
certainly support what we’re expecting 
as a short-term lift higher in US10yr 
yields within the broader decline of 
primary wave ④. Next week’s European 
Central Bank meeting on Thursday is 
expected to decide on a 50bps basis point 
hike although accompanying statements 
being more dovish than their Fed 
counterparts. But if US10yr treasury 
yields are already heading higher, so 
DE10yr bund yields will follow – we’re 
expecting a 50bps rally to the upside 
before yields resume lower again by 
early-January.     

COMMODITIES – The main drivers 
for precious metals are the US$ dollar, 
inf lationary pressures and central bank 
interest rate trends. The US$ dollar’s 
decline from September’s high has 
coincided with signs of peak inf lation and 
long-dated yields falling from this year’s 
highs, all bullish for gold and silver. And 

yes, precious metals have responded 
accordingly, with strong gains from their 
inverse September lows. So far though, 
gold and silver have only managed three 
wave sequences within these advances 
and moreover, they adhere to counter-
trend fib-price-ratio measurements. 
That’s dangerous because the dollar’s 
decline is approaching the completion 
of a five wave impulse pattern and once 
confirmed, will then f lip higher to begin 
a multi-month counter-trend rally. 
That will inevitably pull gold and silver 
lower but from what level? Should that 
begin from current price levels, it will 
confirm September’s rallies are counter-
trend sequences with modest lower-
lows into early next year. But persistent 
advances above current levels would 
turn those three wave patterns into 
five wave impulses, confirming existing 
lows began new medium-term uptrends. 
Today’s analysis of Crude oil has 
relabelled the rally from September’s low 
of 76.25 as ending a counter-trend for 
primary wave Ⓧ into November’s high 
of 93.74. It’s a strange rally because of 
its internal subdivision structure but it 
would explain why the next decline into 

today’s low of 70.08 has unfolded into 
a completed five wave impulse, because 
this low ends primary wave Ⓐ within 
a secondary Ⓐ-Ⓑ-Ⓒ zig zag decline of 
cycle wave B’s triple pattern that began 
from March’s high of 130.50. Shorter-
term, this translates into a corrective 
rally beginning now towards 81.05+/- 
but bearish again afterwards, in keeping 
with bearish stock market calls for next 
year.          
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FIG 1   S&P 500 E-MINI – DAILy - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – [setting the scene] – This daily (futures) chart of the S&P 
500 shows the initial progress of intermediate wave (5)’s advance within the 
secular-bull market uptrend. It begins from the pandemic low of 2174.00 as 
minor wave i. one, unfolding into an a-b-c  zig zag pattern. This zig zag 
confirms wave (5) will ultimately unfold into a five wave diagonal-impulse 
pattern rather than a more typical expanding-impulse because zig zags 
are the component impulse waves of ending-type diagonals. Specifically, 
extending minute wave a’s initial five wave advance from 2174.00 into the 
Sep.’20 high of 3587.00 by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects the terminal high for the 
next five wave advance of minute wave c towards 4887.97+/-. The actual high 
was in January ‘22, at 4808.25 – close enough to verify the zig zag’s completion. 
There’s also another fib-price-ratio forming a convergence-matrix within the 
five wave impulse of minute wave c – subdividing [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v], a fib. 
61.8% extension ratio of waves [i]-(iv) project a high for wave [v] to 4795.00+/-. 
These two convergent ratios go a long way in confirming the completion of 
the zig zag pattern of minor wave i. one. LOOKING AHEAD, wave ii. two’s 
correction had originally a ‘default’ downside objective towards the fib. 76.4% 
retracement area of 2622.00+/-. This deep 2nd wave correction is consistent 
within the larger ending/contracting-diagonal pattern of intermediate wave 
(5). Wave ii. two is taking the form of a double zig zag pattern, labelled 
a-b-c-x-a-b-c whilst ending towards the fib. 61.8% ret. area instead, around 
2964.40-31.80+/-. A fib. 138.2% correlative ratio between the first a-b-c zig zag 
and the second projects the secondary sequence down towards those levels 
sometime into Q1-2 2023. This converges with the fib. 61.8% retracement level 
of minor wave ii. two’s correction. A deep, ongoing 2nd wave correction as 
minor wave ii. two is consistent for the Dow Jones, Russell 2000, Nasdaq 100 
and many other indices across varying sectors.

S&P 500 E-Mini – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 2   S&P 500 E-MINI – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The S&P has either completed its [a]-b]-
[c] zig zag upswing from October’s low into the previous 
week’s high of 4110.00 or is set to stretch this pattern a little 
higher, as wave [c] towards 4216.75+/- derived by extending 
wave [a] by a fib. 61.8% ratio {see inset}. Wednesday’s low 
traded to 3914.00 and this has been followed by an intra-
hourly five wave diagonal advance into today’s mid-session 
high of 3990.00 – this suggests upside continuity and if so, 
leans more towards the idea that wave (v) of [c] will now 
extend above 4110.00 to that higher number of 4216.75+/-. 
So perhaps the Santa Claus seasonal rally will unfold after 
all, a gain of +7.7% per cent from 3914.00. Of course, should 
the S&P stage a more immediate break below the overlap of 
wave (i) at 3867.00, then it would otherwise confirm 4110.00 
ended the [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag as minute wave b with larger 
declines underway. 

S&P 500 E-Mini – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 3   DOW JONES 30 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Dow has already fulfilled 9/10 
requirements for completing its [a]-[b]-[c] expanding flat 
corrective upswing from June’s low into the previous 
week’s high of 34707. It’s satisfactorily subdivided into a 
3-3-5 sequence whilst waves [b] and [c] extend by Fibonacci 
ratios beyond wave [a]’s price-range. But the final price 
advances/corrections during wave [c]’s impulse uptrend 
are so compressed and tight, it’s tricky to determine if 
this entire advance has completed already, or if it will 
stretch a little higher towards the next upside resistance at 
34975+/-, the fib. 14.58% extension ratio above wave [a]. The 
S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 are both capable of stretching a 
little higher, but conditional on more immediate advances 
without overlapping 1st waves to the downside. We’re 
using these levels, below 3867.00 and below 11231.25 as 
a bearish trigger for the Dow Jones, should prices break 
more immediately lower. 

DOW JONES 30 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 4   RUSSELL 2000 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Russell’s downswing from the mid-
November high of 1913.30 does appear to have unfolded 
into a corrective zig zag ending earlier today at 1798.60+/- 
although it could extend a little lower too, towards 1765.50+/- 
before turning around and heading higher again. This zig 
zag is labelled as wave (iv) within wave [c]’s expanding-
diagonal pattern that began lifting higher from October’s 
low. It may just be possible that this diagonal already ended 
into the existing high if the mid-November low ended wave 
(iv) at this point, but overall, the boundary lines currently 
drawn with wave (iv) ending at 1798.00+/- fit the pattern 
best. This means wave (v) has that chance of a Santa Claus 
rally, heading higher into year-end towards 1959.00+/-. 
The picture turns bearish though, below wave (ii)’s low at 
1695.30. 

RUSSELL 2000 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 5   NASDAQ 100 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nasdaq 100 has stabilised following 
declines earlier this week, perhaps tilting the odds that 
it can still test higher levels before finishing October’s 
corrective [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag as minute wave b. Wave [c] is 
unfolding into a five wave expanding-impulse pattern, 
(i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv)-(v) where wave (i)’s high is at 11231.25 so any 
immediate decline below this overlap would negate this 
being wave (iv) with a higher-high for wave (v) – it would 
instead confirm wave [c] already ended at the previous 
week’s high of 12145.00. A Santa Claus rally therefore looks 
possible where wave (v) begins the next advance towards 
min. 12266.00+/- {see inset} or max. 12579.25+/- derived by 
extending wave [a] by a fib. 61.8% ratio. 

NASDAQ 100 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 6  EUROSTOxx 50 – 600 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Eurostoxx 50 has stabilised 
following declines earlier this week, perhaps tilting the 
odds that it can still test higher levels towards 4090.00+/- 
before finishing September’s five wave impulse pattern as 
intermediate wave (C) of the expanding flat pattern that 
has now taken 8-months to develop from March’s low of 
3380.00. Whether wave (C) has completed or not may come 
down to how markets behave around next Wednesday’s 
Federal Reserve meeting or Thursday’s European Central 
Bank (ECB) meeting. Should prices suddenly decline hard 
from current levels, then watch the key breakdown levels 
in the S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 because they’re aren’t 
corresponding levels in the Eurostoxx 50. For example, 
minor wave iv. four within wave (C)’s impulse advance 
could correct lower than it has already before turning 
higher – but should breakdown levels occur in those U.S. 
indices, then it will confirm the Eurostoxx 50 has ended 
wave (C) and primary wave Ⓧ’s expanding flat at the 
existing high of 4021.00, beginning a new downtrend.    

EUROSTOXX 50 – 600 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 7   xETRA DAx 30  – 600 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Xetra Dax has stabilised following 
declines earlier this week, perhaps tilting the odds that it 
can still test higher levels towards min. 14945.00+/- before 
finishing September’s five wave impulse pattern as minute 
wave c of the running/horizontal/expanding flat pattern 
that has now taken 8-months to develop from March’s low 
of 12425.00. Whether wave c has completed or not may come 
down to how markets behave around next Wednesday’s 
Federal Reserve meeting or Thursday’s European Central 
Bank (ECB) meeting. Should prices suddenly decline hard 
from current levels, then watch the key breakdown levels 
in the S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 because they’re aren’t 
corresponding levels in the Dax. For example, minuette 
wave [iv] within wave c’s impulse advance could correct 
lower than it has already before turning higher – but 
should breakdown levels occur in those U.S. indices, then 
it will confirm the Dax has ended wave c and minor wave 
x.’s flat pattern at the existing high of 14618.00, beginning 
a new downtrend.

XETRA DAX 30  – 600 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 8   HANG SENG - DAILy -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – China's Premier Li Keqiang, in 
comments carried by state media said the country's shift in 
COVID-19 policy would allow the economy to pick up pace, 
a day after a top-level party meeting pledged to focus on 
stabilising growth while optimising pandemic measures. 
The Hang Seng has advanced strongly from an earlier dip 
this week but is still some way off reaching upside targets 
of 21390+/- as intermediate wave (4). It’s necessary for 
wave (4)’s zig zag to extend towards this area to ensure 
overlap with wave (1)’s low of 20965 traded back in March 
’20, the pandemic low. This a-b-c zig zag upswing from the 
late-October low of 14615 extends minor wave a. to 18494 
by a fib. 61.8% ratio in protecting a final high for wave c. 
towards 21390+/-. Wave c. must unfold higher as a five 
wave impulse – it’s not immediately obvious how this will 
develop although its 1st wave to the Dec. 1st high is labelled 
as the ‘extended’ wave sequence. Should U.S. indices push 
higher now, a Santa Claus rally, then surely the Hang Seng 
will test 21390+/- before year-end. 

HANG SENG - DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 9   INDIA CNx NIFTy 50 – DAILy -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Most of the Nifty 50’s [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag 
advance from June’s low of 15192.50 has completed, if not 
all. It’s debateable whether wave [c] has already completed 
at the existing high traded earlier this month at 19031.00 
or if that was the completion of wave (iii) within wave [c]’s 
impulse advance, wave (iv) completing around current 
levels of 18483.00 or max. 18127.00+/- with wave (v) now 
heading higher towards 19600.00+/- (see Wednesday’s 
report). There are no nearby levels at which would trigger a 
clear sell-signal so attention is to the S&P 500 and Nasdaq 
100’s overlap levels of waves (i)-(iv) – see analysis. Basis 
seasonal analysis, indices generally push higher from mid-
December into year-end so there’s still a chance for the 
Nifty 50 to test 19600.00+/-.  

INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 10   NIkkEI – DAILy -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – In previous updates, the Nikkei was 
labelled unfolding higher from the March low of 25410 into 
an a-b-c-x-a-b-c double zig zag pattern. Wave x completed 
into the early-October low of 25610 around the same time 
U.S. indices like the Dow Jones began their corresponding 
advances as the final stage of corrective flat patterns. Wave 
a of the secondary zig zag completed last month with b 
declines unfolding now with wave c’s next advance about 
to commence (see report dt.Nov. 25th). Just one problem – 
the Dow is completing October’s advance and is close to 
turning down to begin its next multi-month decline. Risk 
has now shifted to the downside – in today’s update, a 
revised count relabels intermediate wave (2)’s corrective 
downswing from the Feb.’21 high of 30725 back to an old 
count, a double zig zag pattern. This shows wave x. already 
completing into the August high of 29230 and wave a. of 
the secondary zig zag finishing into October’s low. This 
allows the post-October advance to be relabelled as ending 
minor wave b. at 28500 with wave c. declines directly 
ahead. The internal downswing of minor wave a. is not 
an easy five wave impulse which means there’s risk here 
– but given the overall upside completion in counter-trend 
rallies elsewhere, there’s just too much downside risk in 
assuming any higher levels than 28500.

NIKKEI – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 11   ASx 200 – DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Dow, EuroStoxx 50 have both 
achieved minimum criteria for ending their September/
October five wave impulse advances although there’s 
provision for an additional advance to modest higher-
highs before month-end. All depends on whether this 
week’s declines from last week’s highs are reversed or 
otherwise accelerating lower. Ideally, the ASX-200 will 
find support at either min. 7173.00 (just traded) or max. 
7056.00+/- for the completion of minor wave iv. four within 
wave (C)’s developing five wave advance from 6408.00 {see 
inset}. That would then put it on a direct trajectory higher 
as wave v. five towards 7555.00+/- to 7564.00+/- by year-
end. But should prices begin a more immediate downside 
acceleration, breaking below 7056.00+/- then it would 
heighten the probability wave (C) and primary wave Ⓑ’s 
zig zag have already completed at the existing high of 
7391.00. Watch the overlap levels of waves 1-4 in the S&P 
500 and Nasdaq 100 for clues. 

ASX 200 – DAILY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 12   US$-INDEx – DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The US$ dollar’s downside momentum 
from the late-November high of 107.99 has faded with 
a little pop higher from Monday’s low of 104.11. This 
leaves behind a three wave downswing between 107.99-
104.11 which is either waves 1-3 of an ending/expanding-
diagonal as minor wave v. five or a zig zag as the 1st wave of 
an ending/contracting-diagonal as wave v. five. Monday’s 
rally into today’s high of 105.82 has unfolded into a five 
wave sequence which means upside progress during the 
next week, either as the 4th wave of the expanding-diagonal 
or the 2nd wave of the contracting-diagonal – either way, 
extending this advance to 105.82 by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects 
a zig zag ending at 106.89+/-. That would be followed by 
another decline to a modest lower-low, maybe two lower-
lows depending on the type of diagonal – targets remain 
towards 102.82+/- which means more dollar weakness 
in the SHORT-TERM before ending the larger degree five 
wave impulse decline from September’s high of 114.78 as 
intermediate wave (1).

US$-INDEX – DAILY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 13   EUR VS. USD – DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Euro/US$’s upside momentum from 
the late-November low of 1.0223 has faded with a little 
pullback lower from Monday’s high of 1.0596. This leaves 
behind a three wave upswing between 1.0223-1.0596 which 
is either waves 1-3 of an ending/expanding-diagonal as 
minor wave v. five or a zig zag as the 1st wave of an ending/
contracting-diagonal as wave v. five. Monday’s pullback 
into Wednesday’s low of 1.0443 has unfolded into a five 
wave sequence which means downside progress during the 
next week, either as the 4th wave of the expanding-diagonal 
or the 2nd wave of the contracting-diagonal – either way, 
extending this decline to 1.0443 by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects 
a zig zag ending at 1.0350+/-. That would be followed by 
another advance to a modest higher-high, maybe two 
higher-highs depending on the type of diagonal – targets 
remain towards 1.0797+/- which means more Euro/US$ 
strength in the SHORT-TERM before ending the larger 
degree five wave impulse advance from September’s low 
of 0.9537 as intermediate wave (1).

EUR vS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 14   STLG VS. USD – DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Stlg/US$ has pulled back a little so far 
this week from Monday’s high of 1.2346 into Wednesday’s 
low of 1.2106. This sequence has unfolded into an intra-
hourly five wave impulse pattern confirming downside 
continuity during the next week. Extending the 1.2106 
low by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects later this week towards 
1.1960+/-. This is most probably the 2nd wave within minor 
wave v. five’s advance that began from 1.1900. Although 
not so obvious as in the case of the US$ dollar index and 
Euro/US$, wave v. five has the potential to develop into 
an ending/contracting-diagonal whilst holding above 
1.1900. Upside targets for completion are the same as 
before though, at 1.2530+/-. This translates into a little more 
dollar weakness before strengthening later, pulling Stlg/
US$ down from wave (1)’s high as intermediate wave (2) 
targeting 1.0830+/-.
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FIG 15   USD VS. CAD - DAILy - COUNT #1 & #2

EW-ANALYSIS – The US$/CAD’s next direction is finely 
balanced between accelerating lower or maintaining upside 
momentum into year-end/new-year targeting modest 
higher-highs towards 1.4039+/-. Whereas most other G10 
currencies are strengthening against the weakening US$ 
dollar into five wave impulse patterns, the US$/CAD has 
only managed to decline into a three wave sequence from 
October’s high of 1.3978. This can be labelled as a bearish 1-2-
1 sequence to 1.3228 with another 2nd wave rally unfolding 
higher since, targeting max. 1.3805 {see foreground} – or as 
a corrective a-b-c zig zag ending minor wave iv. four with 
wave v. five trending higher towards 1.4039+/- {see inset}. 
Awaiting clarification. 
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FIG 16   AUD VS. USD - DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The AUD/US$ has pulled lower from 
Monday’s high of 0.6852 into Wednesday’s low of 0.6668, 
isolating the preceding upswing from the late-November 
low of 0.6584 to 0.6852 into a three wave sequence, a zig zag. 
This is most probably wave b of a SHORT-TERM expanding 
flat pattern in which case, wave c in decline from 0.6852 
has a little more to do on the downside, towards targets 
into next week towards 0.6575+/- before completing the 4th 
wave within wave [iii]’s advance {see inset}. Two consecutive 
higher-highs are necessary before ending the complete five 
wave upswing from October’s low of 0.6170 as minute wave 
1 – ultimate targets remain towards 0.7044+/-, derived by 
extending wave [i] by a fib. 138.2% ratio – it could extend to 
the fib. 161.8% ratio area of 0.7137+/- although this seems 
too high relative to corresponding targets for other G10 
currency pairs. But once wave 1 has completed, wave 
2 begins a deep counter-trend downswing, targeting 
0.6363+/-.
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FIG 17   ETHEREUM -  DAILy - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Wednesday’s analysis of the medium-
term picture of Ethereum is confirming Bitcoin is 
approaching a major low (see Wednesday’s commentary). 
Whilst Bitcoin has been unfolding into an expanding 
flat pattern as intermediate wave (4), Ethereum has been 
unfolding lower from the Nov.’21 high of 4866.29 into a 
three wave a-b-c zig zag pattern, ending into June’s low of 
935.78. NOTE how wave c. unfolds by a fib. 161.8% ratio of 
wave a.’s decline ending at 935.78. More importantly than 
this, the next advance into August’s high of 2030.20 has 
unfolded into a five wave impulse pattern – this confirms 
a new uptrend has begun intermediate wave (5) and with 
it, the heightened probability Bitcoin is also approaching 
a major low as wave (4). August’s high is labelled as 
ending minor wave i. one of (5) with wave ii. two currently 
unfolding lower as a double zig zag pattern – incomplete so 
far, targeting 1005.00+/-. 
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FIG 18   US 10yR yIELD -  DAILy - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Federal Reserve’s latest statements 
on slowing the pace of interest rate rises comes to the 
forefront of discussion ahead of next week’s interest rate 
meeting, Wednesday 14th December. Emphasis is now 
switching from more hikes to recession fears especially 
since anxieties over rising inflationary pressures are abating 
following the previous week’s softer core PCE data. The 
US10yr yield is pricing-in next year’s recession and peak 
inflation with declines this last week into Wednesday’s low 
of 3.406. Despite the background fundamentals, this latest 
decline has completed a five wave impulse pattern that 
began from October’s high of 4.323 into Wednesday’s low 
of 3.406- {see inset}. This is minor wave i. one of a developing 
five wave impulse decline as intermediate wave (C) of the 
(A)-(B)-(C) expanding flat correction of primary wave ④. 
A counter-trend rally begins minor wave ii. two, heading 
back towards fib. 50% ret. levels of 3.865+/-. LOOKING 
AHEAD, the completion of wave (C) remains towards min. 
2.865+/- and more likely towards 2.680+/- sometime next 
year. 
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FIG 19   DE 10yR yIELD -  DAILy - COUNT #1

dE 10yr yiEld -  DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – The European Central Bank (ECB) is 
expected to hike interest rates at its December 15th meeting 
by 50bps basis points from 1.50% to 2.0% per cent. Whether 
this will be simply another rise in its continued hiking 
cycle will remain to be seen, especially if anxieties over a 
recession next year take hold and begin to pull stock markets 
lower. Stock indices have been in negative-correlation to 
yields/interest rates since inflationary pressures began to 
rise exponentially late last year but if peak inflation has 
already occurred and is declining now, heightening the 
probability of a recession next year, then long-dated yields 
like the DE10yr yield can now move back in positive-
sync, where stocks decline at the same time as long-dated 
yields – that would see stocks begin to turn down from 
around current levels whilst the DE10yr yield continues 
lower across new year where downside targets for wave 
(4) are towards 1.183+/-. Wave (4) is shown unfolding into 
an expanding flat where minor wave c.’s five wave decline 
to 1.183+/- is updated as an ending/contracting-diagonal 
pattern because of its zig zag decline from 2.529 into last 
Wednesday’s low of 1.731 which ends the diagonal’s 1st 
wave. A 2nd wave rally would now develop into year-end 
towards 2.346+/-. 
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FIG 20   GOLD - DAILy - COUNT #1

GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) The US$ dollar index has 
pulled lower into a SHORT-TERM a-b-c zig zag pattern from 
Wednesday’s high of 108.52 completing today at 104.48. 
This action has allowed gold to post inverse gains from 
Wednesday’s low of 1768.70 into today’s high of 1806.15. 
The dollar is expected to push higher now whilst gold 
turning down to begin minor wave v. five’s zig zag decline 
to modest lower-lows, sometime into early new-year 
towards 1595.00+/-. The US$ dollar is not the only driver for 
gold though – higher interest rates and rising inflationary 
pressures are headwinds – next week’s Federal Reserve 
meeting on Wednesday is expected to see a rate hike of 
50bps although today’s strong U.S. Producer Prices, coming 
in at 7.4% per cent year-over-year and above expectations of 
7.2% per cent may delay any pivot. Gold’s current high at 
1808.08 represents important resistance – with the dollar 
expected to decline one more time once the SHORT-TERM 
upside rally has completed may push gold above this level, 
in which case, it will confirm primary wave ④ ended into 
November’s low with a new 1st wave of primary wave ⑤ 
finishing somewhere towards 1823.00-45.00+/-. 
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FIG 21   SILVER - DAILy - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) The US$ dollar index has 
pulled lower into a SHORT-TERM a-b-c zig zag pattern 
from Wednesday’s high of 108.52 completing today at 
104.48. This action has allowed silver to edge slightly above 
last week’s high of 23.55 to 23.69 today although anywhere 
between 23.69-23.90+/- is major resistance, within fib-price-
ratio territory for ending intermediate wave (4)’s a-b-c zig 
zag rally from September’s low of 17.54 {see inset}. The 
dollar is expected to push higher next week which will 
inevitably pull silver lower – just how low remains to be 
seen. Once this SHORT-TERM rally ends for the dollar, it’s 
expected to decline one more time to complete an impulse 
downswing from September’s high – that period of dollar 
weakness may lift silver higher but not necessarily above 
the current high of 23.69-90+/-. In which case, silver can 
decline to modest lower-lows, towards 17.32-16.80+/- at a 
time when the dollar’s five wave impulse pattern is being 
corrected to the upside. To turn silver bullish, it will have 
to transform the current three wave advance from 17.54 
into a five wave impulse pattern, and to do that, it must 
overcome the resistance at 23.90+/-. 
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FIG 22  CRUDE OIL – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – With risk assets like U.S./European 
stock indices set to decline rapidly over the next several 
months, it’s difficult to imagine Crude oil managing an 
upside correction back to October’s/November’s rally 
highs of 93.64/93.74 or above, towards 101.25+/- as shown 
in recent updates. That said, it’s still the most explicable 
count because of the late-September rally from 76.25 
unfolding at first, to 93.64 as a zig zag, then another double 
zig zag from October’s low to 93.74 – this combines in 
labelling primary wave Ⓧ into an expanding flat targeting 
93.74-101.25+/- (see previous updates). But we’re suspicious of 
those complex zig zags between 76.25 to 93.74. In today’s 
update, we’ve labelled this advance completing an (A)-(B)-
(C) slanting flat to 93.74 ending the entirety of primary 
wave Ⓧ. The subsequent five wave decline ending today at 
70.08 completes primary wave Ⓐ of the secondary zig zag 
downswing within cycle wave B’s correction that began 
from March’s high. This would allow an upside recovery 
as primary wave Ⓑ, towards the fib. 50% retracement area 
of 81.05+/- which is more consistent in terms of amplitude 
with stock indices than original upside targets towards 
93.74-101.25+/-. LOOKING AHEAD, it’s likely cycle wave 
B is unfolding into a triple zig zag where downside targets 
for next year remain unchanged towards 44.55+/-. 
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